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Lost and found:
CPGs can dig up dollars 
with omnichannel data

Inflation and out-of-stocks are driving an increase of brand switching among consumers. 
NielsenIQ data indicates a rise in private label power: CPG brands can identify gaps in their 
sales gains and overall dollar share through reliable omnichannel data. The key is meeting 
consumers’ shopping needs online and in-store.



Consumers have a lot of product choice in-store and 
online. Despite supply chain pressures causing
out-of-stocks and inflation driving consumer goods 
prices, especially food, to levels that haven’t been 
reached in 40 years, plenty of products are available.

Add another wrinkle facing consumer product goods 
(CPG) manufacturers managing consumer demand: 
shoppers have more choice in how they get their 
products—delivery within a few hours or a day or 
two, click-and-collect orders for inside the store and 
curbside, traditional shopping down the aisle, and the 
many variations within these modes from cashier-less 
checkout to drone delivery.

This overwhelming choice makes it imperative for CPG 
manufacturers to track and understand shoppers' 
behaviors across channels, particularly when those 
behaviors could lead to consumers choosing a 
competitor’s products or a retailer’s private label items 
over their own.

Pricing certainly can cause brand switching; the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics reported prices jumped 
8.5% in July, with food-at-home prices up 13.1%, 
the largest increase since 1979. Getting products 
on shelves is another issue for manufacturers; 
brands dealing with out-of-stock challenges may 
see more customers switch to competitors. Lastly, 
understanding shopping patterns online and in-store 
can uncover more details about consumer behavior.

Brands can use omnichannel insights to run a brand-
shifting report that dives deeper into omnishopper 
panel data to see if online sales are cannibalizing 
in-store volume (or vice versa). They can also use 
omnisales market data to spot gains or losses in share 
to competitors, and use both data sets to quantify 
incrementality around shifts in behavior online and 
offline, via delivery or curbside, and more.

These insights can inform distribution strategies, 
influence promotional programs, and paint a complete 
picture of how a brand is performing against 
competitors within a category or specific retailer.

Ultimately, the details are in the omnichannel data: 
CPG brands can identify their share of sales gains and 
losses, highlight shifts in consumer behavior, build 
back shopper loyalty, and grow their product lines and 
overall sales.  
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The proliferation of private brands

For CPG manufacturers looking into brand switching, 
one growing threat is private label sales. For years, 
retailers have been stepping up the quality and 
presentation of their private label products, particularly 
at club stores, tier-one grocers, and mass chains, 
where private brand portfolios extend across the 
entire store—beyond food to personal care, household 
goods, and even apparel.

1. Delivery within a few hours or  
 a day or two 

2. Click-and-collect orders for   
 inside the store and curbside 

3. Traditional shopping down   
 the aisle 

4. Variations within these    
 modes from cashier-less   
 checkout to drone delivery.

Shoppers have more choice in 
how they get their products:

https://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2022/consumer-price-index-unchanged-over-the-month-up-8-5-percent-over-the-year-in-july-2022.htm#:~:text=The%20Consumer%20Price%20Index%20for,items%20being%20unchanged%20in%20July.
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1 Source: NielsenIQ Latest 52 Wks 3YA - W/E 08/03/19
2 Source: NielsenIQ, Total US xAOC, – Private Label Dollar Sales 
Period ending July 2, 2022
3 Source: NielsenIQ Omnisales Total Food latest 52 weeks 3/26/22
4 Source: NielsenIQ Omnisales 52 weeks ending 3/26/22
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And sales of these products are back on the rise. 
NielsenIQ data shows private label sales overall are up 
8.3%, year over year, through 52 weeks ending July 30, 
2022. By comparison, national brands are up 7% for 
the same period. This is a turnaround from last year 
when national brands had regained the pace of growth 
over store brands—albeit fairly low growth: national 
brand sales increased sales by 3.8%, year over year 
through roughly the same 52-week period in 2021, 
while store brands grew by 2%.1

However, the 2022 growth for store brands calls back 
to the rise it was experiencing before that 2021 dip, 
where store brand growth outpaced nationals by 2 
points (10% vs. 8% in 2020) and nearly 3.5 points in 
2019 (4.9% vs. 1.5% growth). It was a period where 
retailers had been accelerating private label launches 
in premium products and developing lifestyle store 
brands that touched on categories across the store.

NielsenIQ data also shows that the current rise in 
private brands sales is at least partially due to inflation, 
which has led consumers to seek lower-priced 
options. Through the second quarter of 2022, private 
label products in several key categories are seeing 
double-digit increases in total dollar share:

• Private label bakery gained 13 points to a 41% 
dollar share.

• Private label dairy products jumped 22 points to a 
34% dollar share.

• Private label meat increased 13 points to a 21% 
dollar share.

• Private label produce rose 15 points to a 15% 
dollar share.2

For CPG manufacturers, the question becomes, “Are 
private brands causing any brand-switching behavior? 
And if so, in what channels?” Brands need to run a 
brand-switching report using omnisales data to see 
shifts in sales of their brand online and in-store versus 
competitor brands. They can also run insights using 
omnishopper data tracking consumer behavior across 
all purchases and outlets, including e-commerce, so a 
retailer can quantify its sales leakage to competitors, 
and whether the leak is growing or shrinking over time.

As of March 26, 2022, over the last year and compared 
to two years ago, private label food brands have 
increased their share of sales via shipped and 
delivery compared to the national brand dollar share, 
increasing its dollar share from 6% to more than 11% 
compared with two years ago, according to NielsenIQ 
omnisales data. Private label food also increased its 
share of click-and-collect sales vs. national brands, 
going from a 25% share two years ago to a 27% share 
for the same period.3

Private Label is benefitting from
consumers seeking lower prices

Q2 '22

Bakery 41.0% +13
Dairy 34.2% +22
Household Care 26.5% +11
Deli 26.1% +13
Frozen 23.8% +8
Meat 22.1% +13
Healthy & Beauty 16.5% +2
Pet Care 15.1% +11
Produce 15.0% +15
Dry Grocery 13.6% +16
Baby Care 13.2% +12
Tobacco 6.9% -3
Seafood 6.0% -6
Alcohol 0.7% +8
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Using omnichannel data, CPG manufacturers can 
access continually managed panel data and track the 
same engaged shoppers over a select period—such 
as the recent months above where private label gains 
have been occurring—to uncover accurate insights 
and details into any shifting behavior.

Omnichannel data shows CPG manufacturers the role 
their brand plays within a category, highlights a share 
of gains and losses, and illuminates where sales
are shifting.

5 Source: NielsenIQ Omnishopper cow milk 52 W/E 03/27/2021 vs. 
03/26/2022

Data use case: Dairy shift

Studying sales shifts for a national dairy cooperative, 
NielsenIQ omnisales data for the 52 weeks ending 
March 26, 2022 revealed the dairy cooperative lost 
overall omnichannel sales by double digits compared 
with a year ago and compared against two years prior. 
Meanwhile, private label dairy sales were up 4% and 
16%, respectively.4 Now, using omnishopper data 
and brand-shifting analysis, the cooperative can see 
whether its loss was private label’s gain—and the 
numbers do tell the story. 
 
For the milk cooperative, omnishopper data for the 52 
weeks ending March 26 shows a drop of nearly 30% 
in dollar volume sales vs. a year ago, and 27% of that 
loss can be attributed to brand shifting. Of that $61 
million—or 27% shifted—a deeper look at the data 
uncovers that private brands gained 55% of the total 
dollars shifted.5
 
With omnishopper panel data and a brand-shifting 
report, brands like the dairy cooperative can review 
a “Brand Interaction Index” of how shoppers rate 
brands alongside their competitors where shifting 
has occurred. For the dairy cooperative, for the same 
reporting period, the index shows that its product 
ranked as having equal quality to other name brand 
competitors. However, the index for private brands 
ranked store brand products as less than equal to the 
cooperative in the eyes of the shopper. The insight 
could mean that the shift toward private label is more 
about price than brand quality. The cooperative can 
respond by bolstering promotions and marketing to 
boost its brand against private brands and gain
back ground. 

The data is a keen example of how brands can get 
granular to see the full story. A CPG manufacturer
may look at the aggregate data and think it is 
performing well against private label competition, but 
there may be a bigger problem afoot once that CPG 
manufacturer drills down into what one major retailer 
is doing with their own brand strategies, products, 
pricing, and promotions.
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Omnishopper data for 
the 52 weeks ending 

March 26 shows a drop 
of nearly 30% in dollar 
volume sales vs. a year 
ago, and 27% of that 

loss can be attributed to 
brand shifting.

30% loss in dollar 
volume sales

27% loss ($61 million) 
due to brand shifting

Milk Cooperative
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Data use case: Bath tissue brand switch

Zeroing in on a major bath tissue brand for the 52-
week data period ending March 26, 2022, omnisales 
data revealed the company experienced a single-digit 
loss in omnichannel sales, compared to one and two 
years ago.6 At the same time, the data shows private 
label products in the category increased sales 9% vs. 
two years ago and registered flat sales a year ago, 
highlighting a potential brand switch.  
 
Now, with omnishopper data, the bath tissue brand 
can run a brand-shifting report and see where the shift 
has occurred. For the same time period, the brand-
shifting analysis for the bath tissue manufacturer 
showed a slight drop in dollar volume sales for the 
year (-2%), and data further showed 10% of the 
decline can be attributed to brand shifting, with private 
label brands capturing 37% of the total dollars lost. 
However, two other major name brand competitors 
stole away a similar share slightly below private brands. 
The manufacturer can target those three competitors 
with tailored promotion and pricing strategies to earn 
back shoppers.

Details in the panel: Refine your 
segmentation

With panel data that studies the same shoppers over 
time, brands can access an accurate look at how 
their brands are being perceived and purchased and 
identify brand-switching behavior. Omnichannel data 
helps brands see who their shopper is in-store vs. 
online, how they’re being marketed to, where they’re 
buying products in channels and retailers, and fill in 
knowledge gaps. Brands can access  omnichannel 
resources to get the complete story.

Insights into omnishopper behavior can help a 
consumer goods brand pinpoint where and when 
consumers are shifting and take further steps through 
pricing or promotion changes online or by negotiating 
for more prominent positioning in a retailer's 
e-commerce storefront, for example. Brands can make 
proactive moves to shore up their omnichannel sales. 

For example, NielsenIQ omnishopper data as of March 
26, 2022 looked at shoppers in the total food category 
and found shoppers of all ages except older adults 
(55+), female, lower income (<$50k), and with kids are 
spending more absolute dollars online compared to 
in-store.8 By comparison, in health and beauty, young 
adults (25-44), female, lower income (<$50k), larger 
households and with kids are spending more absolute 
dollars online compared to in-store.9
 
Of course, omnishopper segmentation is much more 
than demographics and household income. CPG 
brands can drill deeper into attributes to identify 
shoppers who are health conscious, diabetic, gluten-
free, buying more recyclable packaging, and more. The 
data helps brands get smarter about segmentation.

6 Source: NielsenIQ Omnishopper bath tissue 52 W/E 03/27/2021 
vs. 03/26/2022
7 Source: NielsenIQ Omnisales Total Food latest 52 weeks 3/26/22
8 Source: NielsenIQ Omnishopper bath tissue and cow milk 52 W/E 
03/27/2021 vs. 03/26/2022
9 Source: NielsenIQ Omnishopper; Total US L52 W/E 03/26/2022
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Omnichannel data can also work 
alongside product label data to uncover 
even more insights about what types 
of products shoppers are buying 
within your categories. NielsenIQ 
data finds omnichannel shoppers are 
looking for brands that align with their 
environmental and sustainability values 
and aim to improve their health and the 
earth. The latest e-book, “Is your brand 
listening to the conscious consumer", 
looks at omnichannel data alongside 
label insights to highlight trends in 
product attributes.

https://nielseniq.com/global/en/insights/education/2022/consumer-needs-assessing-product-attributes/
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/insights/education/2022/consumer-needs-assessing-product-attributes/


Finding dollars in the data, uncovering knowledge gaps, highlighting missed opportunities: CPG brands 
can lean into omnichannel data in many ways to understand market dynamics and inform their growth 
strategies. Of course, manufacturers will always experience some ebb and flow in their omnichannel 
sales volume. But understanding the sources of those shifts across channels is a significant 
advantage. 

At a time when consumers seem more willing to choose private label offerings, the ability to track 
and analyze brand shifting in the online, click-and-collect and brick-and-mortar channels allows CPG 
brands to tailor their strategies to compete more effectively, and ultimately reclaim share and sales 
volume. 
 
Inflation and supply chain issues will continue to pressure CPGs in new ways, too. Brands need to be 
on top of consumer shifts and track their performance. Brands can combat market pressures and 
other competitive threats with omnichannel data. NIQ's omnichannel solutions—including brand-
shifting-analysis—can be a valuable tool for CPG manufacturers competing with emerging brands and 
private labels. 

Stay ahead of your competition through omnishopper and omnisales data.

Dollars in the details

Learn more about how to optimize your 
omnichannel strategy in our report
"What's your brand's winning move this year? 
Optimizing your omnichannel strategy."

Or get in touch with our sales team to find 
out how you can optimize your business for 
beverage alcohol omnishoppers.
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https://nielseniq.com/global/en/landing-page/guide-to-optimizing-your-omnichannel-strategy/
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/landing-page/guide-to-optimizing-your-omnichannel-strategy/
https://nielseniq.com/global/en/landing-page/guide-to-optimizing-your-omnichannel-strategy/

